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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Don Pedro's Tacos from Sunny Isles Beach. Currently,
there are 17 courses and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Don Pedro's Tacos:
I have been to this place a dozen times now and the food is excellent, especially after they had changed out their

initial chef from their grand opening. I, personally, have never had a service problem at this restaurant. They
make an excellent margarita too and I highly recommend the shrimp tacos! I have ordered almost everything on
the menu at this point and those are my favorites. Their salsa is delicious and so i... read more. What Nastasha

Chardonnet doesn't like about Don Pedro's Tacos:
Not sure if my expectations were too high, but I Ching the food very bland and nothing tasted fresh. The

guacamole tasted premade, the salsa was bland, the enchilada sauce tasted canned, my margarita was made
with some cheap sour mix, not even a fresh lime, my Juana didn’t finish his fish taco, said it tasted off. And they
put soo many chopped up onions on the tacos, my guess is to mask the fact nothing is fresh. Eve... read more.

For customers of the establishment, the catering service is also available, delicious vegetarian recipes are also
in the menu available. Among the visitors, the versatile, scrumptious Mexican cuisine is also popular, in which

mainly corn, beans and hot peppers are used.
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Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Soup�
TORTILLA SOUP

Sid� dishe�
CHIPS AND SALSA

Sauce�
GUACAMOLE

Starter�
SHRIMP TACOS

M�ikanisch� Hauptgericht�
FAJITAS

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

M�ica�
TACOS

ENCHILADAS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

MEXICAN

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

CHEESE

FRUIT
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